Computer laboratory

To give the understanding of 3D modeling of the engineering machines and components, a lab of good speed computers is established. It has 16 computers and has fast DSL internet connection for each computer, so that students can use internet for their study purpose. The specifications of the computers are given below:

- **Processor** Core 2Due 3.00 GHz E8400
- **Monitor** Intel DG35EC
- **Hard Disk D** 160 GB SATA
- **RAM** 2GB DDR2 (Kingston)
- **Keyboard** Focus 86 10
- **Mouse** A 4 Tec. Optical
- **Casing** ATX
- **Monitor** LCD 17” View Sonic VA703 (Multimedia)
- **Super Drive** DVD RW (Samsung, HP, Sony)

A view of the computer lab
Here is another view of computer lab.